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the nitration of chlorobenzene. there was found to be a liquid 
left a fter the pa ra h2d been crYBt8lli~ed out. At firRt this 
V'8 S locked on a s ct sort of rr.other liquor containing impuri ties, 
by-pI'oeucts of the nitration. I,ater it was considered to be 
the ortho derivative with a little para. More careful inves-
tiga tion discloeed the fpct that this liquid was not a simple 
mixture but CI compound of the ortho and pa.ra c:Blloronitroben-
zenes in R definite proportion. It consisted of 21 parts 
ortho to 10 pa ra and is called a 
t ]-{ no:) -= 
mixture. 
cl 
Chloror,enzene t l-a tric acid - Ortho isomers 
of Chloronitroben~ene 
In order to study the properties of this eutechtic 
mixture, spoken 9f as technical o-chloronitrobenzene. ( as it 
i~ a by-product of manuff1cturing concerns ). it was necesflflry 
to prepare the pure ortho and para derivatives. The first 
was obtained by fractional distillation Rnd crystallization 
of some of the technic9_l rrdxture a.nd the letter by recryst81-
l17,2.tion of some of the impure para compound. 
There is very little in the literature concerning 
the separation of the ortho from the pa,ra chloroni trobenz.ene 
in the eutechtic mixture. The object of this research is to 
review a nd investigate the few 8,nd impra.ctical methods which 
are given a.na to determine a. practical method of separation. 
There is no doubt t:hat P. method of thia kind will be of great 
prctctical v8.lue since both of the compounda e.re va.luable in 
the synthesis of many important ~nd necessary products. The 
ex-periments have been carefully carried out and while aorne 
d.id not 1'Tork according to expects.tiona others were very satis-
fe.ctory. 
It will probably be of interest to know how the 
ortho- and para- chloronitrobenzenes were first prepared, and 
how the earlier chemists looked upon these compounds, and upon 
the eutechtic mixture which the earlier men regarded a.s a 
simple compound. 
In 1862, A. Riche (25) added strong nitric atid 
to chlorobenzene and noticed. that there wa.s a vigorouB reaction 
When the mixture was boiled for a short time, a. ni trated oil 
was fonned, ",hich on cooling, crystallized. into long needles. 
"These crysta.ls are a new substance; benzene in which 2 atoms 
of hydrogen are repla.ced by 1 atom of chlorine and 1 nitrate 
radicle. The formula of this substance is C12 H4 C1 N 04, 
and its properties indicate that it is truly chloronitroben-
zene". (Note. At that time the atomic weight of Oxygen was 
considered as 8 and that of Carbon as 6). It is evident that 
he thought he had only one compound, for in giving its proper-
ties he makes no note of the fact that there might probably be 
two different nitro compounds formed. He determined several 
physical properties of his derivative and they may be interest-
ing enough to record. He found that"it melts at 78 0 and softens 
at 740 • It does not dissolve noticeably in water even on boil-
ing, but ia quite soluble in both boiling alcohol and ether. 
IT is only a little affected by acids; it is dissolved by 
nitric acid and reprecipitated by the addition of water". 
When he took his ~new substance" and added Sodium 
or Po tass itlIl1. hydroxid. dissolved either jn a.lcohol or water, 
he obte.ined a brown solution similar to that obte.in~d when 
nitrobenzene is put thru the same process. He does not name 
the new liquid which was probably nitrophenol. Vfuat he urges 
as a proof that this compound is chloronitrobenzene, in fact 
says it proves the structure beyond a doubt, is the wa7 it 
acts with reducing agents; "it makes a fixed base, which has 
the smell of aniline, B.nd its melting point and reactions wi th 
iron and copper salts show that it is c!lloraniline; so now 
this base, which has hitherto been obtained indirectly from 
indigo can now be obtained in a more direct manner fram the 
bodies of this type. 1I 
A. Riche, then was the first man to prepare the 
chloronitrobenzene. To prove that he did not have a single 
deriva.tive was left for the men who followed. him and who had 
the benefit of the more modern theories. However, in the 
light of the knowledge of the day,of molecular structure and 
theories, it is almost marvelous to observe what advances the 
early men madein the science of organic chemistry. 
It might be noted here that in 1862, priess (10) 
did some work with lodnltrobenzene with the assietance of 
Schutzenburger and Segenwald. If the conclusion were drawn 
that he did experiment with the ch1oro derivative at this time 
it would probably not be wrong as it is well known that he 
did work with it in later years.1866,(11). A review of the 
literature obtainable does not reveal such information how-
ever. 
In 1871 V. von Richter (26) records that he has ex-
perimented with the chloronitrobenzenes and has found that 
there are h,o deri va.ti vea. which are isomeric fonne; one of 
these campounds was crystallixed from alcohol in long prisms 
with a melting point of 840. He said that the other deriva-
tive was a liquid. The first had been previously prepared 
by Griess (11) fram nitraniline giving the pure para form 
while the second had been prepared (6) by the action of phos-
phorus pentachlorid upon o-nitrophenol. Von Richter claims 
to have separated the t'IO deri vs.ti ves by means of steam die-
tillation. It can easily be seen by this and by some of : his 
previoue statements that he considered the fluid compound a 
single derivative. He had. however, recognized the fact that 
there 1\rere hlo deri va ti ves and has made note of the fact that 
the third compound had been prepared by Griess. Griestl(ll) 
had done some work on the chloronitrobenzenes in 1866 and it 
was probably then that he obtained the three derivatives. 
'This shows how he prepared the meta compound. The platinum 
salt of the dlazo compound frGml paranitraniline is heat.td with 
sodium and the resulting compound recryetallized from alcohol. 
In 1875. A. Laubenheimer (20) attempted to obtain 
the chloronitrobenzene, previou81y prepared by several men. 
, Refers to en abstre,ct from a Zei tschrift which is not obtain-
able. 
Noting that chlorine gas had no effect on nitrobenzene he 
tried several catalytic agents. The one with he had themost 
success was iodine. ~~en 10% of iodine was added to nitro-
benzen~ he observed that the chlorine gas was then readily ab-
sorbed, and hydrochloric acid was evolved. When the requisite 
amount of chlorine had passed in to form the monochloronitro-
benzene and iodine trichloriee and the liquid left to itself, 
the product solidified to a crystalline maes. Vfuen agitated 
with alcohol, .. sslled, and distilled in steam, e. yellow liquid 
was obtained "which became almost a. solid at 00 •• When preesed 
and recrystallized from alcohol, it formed pure monochloro-
nitrobenzene, C6 H4 Cl N 02. melting at 4,°. It was identical 
wi th that obtained by Griess, B.nd so was the meta deri va. ti ve 
and neither the ortho or para for.m. 
It is to be observed that Borne work had been done 
on the composition of benzene and the atomic ~eights of car-
bon and oxygen by this time. · The formula ?{as now wri tten 
C6 H4 Cl 11 02 and not a.s previously. 012 H4 Cl N 04. 
In 1876 F. Beiletein and A. Kurbatow (l) contin-
ued the work of A. Laubenheimer with respect to catalytic 
agents when chlorinating nitrobenzene. They found that when 
antimony trichloride was used instead of iodine, the action 
of the chlorine was much more rapid and the yield of mono-
chloronitrobenzene far more abundant. They observed that 
their product was the same as that obtained by Laubenheimer, 
accompanied, however, by more highly chlorinated bodies; up 
to c6 C16. 
Later on in the same year, 1876. F. Beilstein and 
A. Kurbatow (2) experimenting in the preparation of chloro-
nitrobenzene, prepared one that was different than any other 
hitherto obtained. For the first time the composition of the 
liquid. left e,fter the cryste.llizing out of the para-chloro-
nitrobenzene, prepared. by the action of nitric acid upon 
nitrobenzene, was questioned. 
When they mixed para-nitro-meta-chloraniline with 
nitrous acid and alcohol a chloronitrobenzene was obtained 
which crystallized in needles melting at 320 and boiling at 
2430. The theory was that orthonitrochlorobenzene would haTe 
been formedwhich indeed boiled at close to the sa~me tempera-
ture but which crystallized at 1;0. These men were so con-
vinced. about their results that they carefully repeated their 
experiments. Before doing this they prepared and purified 
their materials se there could be no cause of error there. 
When they obtained their chloronitrobenzene this time they 
did not hesitate to assert that heretofore pure ortho- chloro-
nitrobenzene had. not been prepared. In order to furtherprove 
their point they made mixtures of the ortho- and para- deriv-
atives and observed that the ·product kept after the nitrat-
ing of chlorobenzene stubbornly retains both products wbich 
lowers the melting point considerably·. They analyzed their 
ortho derivative for purity. The theoretical amount of 
chlorine was 22.83% and they obte,ined 22.64%. 
They went even fUrther and reduced some of the 
ortho-chloronitrobenzene with tin and hydrochloric acid and 
obtained reddish liquid chloraniline but which was mixed with 
a stable higher boiling point subst&.nce. To determine what 
this lras they added sulfuric acid and distilled in steam and 
found that there was a little dichlorani1ine there as an im-
purity. 
In 1882 C. W111gerodt(30) made some ca.refu1 deter-
minations of the action of alcoholic potash upon para-ch1oro-
ni troben2.ene. the resu1 ts of which are very interesting. Dif-
ferent conditione and concentrations brought the following re-
eults: 
"1. Potash dissolved in absolute or high percent-
age alcohol, at a temperature of 1000-130°, reduces para-
ch10roni trobenzene to dich1orazoxybenzene. B.nd at a higher 
t~mperature 1500-2000 to dich1orazobenzene. 
2. The reducing power of the alcoholic solution 
variee with the alcohol used; thus ethyl alcohol forme dich10r-
azoxybenzene at once, without assisting the reaction by the 
application of heat •• hi1e methyl alcohol has only a moderate 
reducing acti on, 8 . considerable quanti ty of para- ni tranisoil 
being formed in the reaction besides the dichlorazobenzene. 
3. On diluting the alcohol with water, the re-
dUcing power is considerably modified; para-nitrophenetoi1 
being obtained on heating para-chloronitrobenzene with dilute 
alcoholic potash, thus: 
C6 H4 N02 C1 + EtOH =- C6 H4 N02 OEt 
HC 1 + KOH :: KC 1 + H2 0 
In order to separate the phenetoil from the unaltered chloro-
nitrobenzene and from any dichlorazobenzene which m:3Y be formeC\ 
the crude product is distilled ina current of steam. when the 
nitro.phenetoi1 passes over. Similarly on substituting methyl 
for ethyl alcohol. para-nitranisoil is obtained. 
4. Finally, by the action of more dilute alcoholic 
potash on para-ch1oronitrobenzene. potassium nitrophenate is 
formed, either by the replacement of the chlorine atom by the 
OK group or by the saponification of the intermediate phen-
etoil, or more probably by both of these reactions". 
Dr. Hermann Kolbe's Organieche Chemie (18),1884. 
gives a brief resume of the work done on the three iBoJnerid~s 
up to that time. "rhe three known modifications are crystal-
line; · ortho-need1es; para-rhomboidal leaves; meta- rhomboidal 
crystals". The methods for the preparation of the threeforme 
are those preTious1y described in this paper and theref.~e 
need not be repeated here. "In their chemical properties 
the three derivatives show many differences. On heating the 
ortho-for.m with NaOH to 1300 it is converted into ortho-nitro 
phenol; the para derivative ' is with difficulty convertedto 
the nitrophenol, and the meta derivatiTe undergoes no change 
at all. In the same mann~r with alcoholic amrr,onia act .n the 
ortho and para derivatives substituting the amide group for 
the chlorine. By treating with alcoholic ammonium sulfide all 
three of the isomers are changed into the corresponding ch1or-
ani1ines. Fuming nitric atld forms chlordinltrobenzenes. 
Potessiurn cya.nide reacts in alcoholic solution at 250 0 -270 0 
upon the meta and para for.ms but not upon the ortho deriTa-
tive". 
Dr. Kolbe's text shows that an adTance had been 
made in organic chemistry both in theory and structure. It 
reads like a modern text book and shows clearly that some care-
ful and accurate work had been done on the chloronitrobenzenes. 
From this period on the literature is written in a form such 
that there is no difficulty in its being easily understood. 
In 1890. Ludwig Gatterman (9) made a quantitative 
determination of the percentage yield of para-chlorQnitroben-
zene when prepared from pure para-nitraniline. 46 gramsof 
para-nitraniline, 22; grams of Hel. 23 grams of sodium nitrite, 
and 40 grams of powdered copper were mixed together andeon 
distilling in steam, 27 grams of crystalline para-chloronitro-
benzene were obtained. This is 70% of the theoretical yield~ 
A. A. Noyes and John Dorrance (22) reduced ebme 
para-chloronitrobenzene electrolytically in the presence of 
sulfuric acid; they proTed their produc~ to be the sulfonic 
acid of amido phenol, C6 H3 NH2 OH S03H. 
F. Ullmann (27) did considerable work in 1896 on 
the ortho-halogen derivatives of notrobenzene. He prepared 
ortho-chloronitrobenzene in several ways. and noted thatit 
was "best prepared by means of Sandmeyer's reaction, "bronze 
powder" washed with ether being used instead of precipitated 
copper; a yield of 6,% is obtained". 
William Oechner de Coninck (3) had shown that ieom-
erides in the benzene series arrange themselves in pairs with 
respect to solubilities and to some of their chemiaal proper-
ties. In 1897 he noted that this held good also for their 
boiling and melting points. 
Walter Lob (2l) added metallic sodiQ~ to chloro-
nitrobenzene in ethereal solution and for.med a product the 
composition of which he did not definitely determine. Prob~b­
ly the Sodium entered the nitro group{von Hoffmann and Geyger 
(15)). The compound from para-chloronitrobenzene, a black, 
unstable subst~nce, has the composition (C6 H4 Cl N Na)2 O. 
In 1900 Arnold F. Holleman and B. R. de Bruyn (16) 
studied the isomeric substitution products of benzene, They 
analyzed the products that were simultaneously produced to 
determine the percentage of ortho, meta, and para derivatives 
present, and found that when chlorobenzene was nitrated 00 , 
the amounts were 30.1% orthochloronitrobenzene, 69.9% para, 
while ::-.at 300 , the proportions were 26.9% and 73.1% respecti ve-
lYe Holleman did more and better work (13), and in 1905 gave 
the percentage 29.8% ortho, .3% meta, and 69.9% para for the 
nitration of chlorobenzene at QO. 
A. Hantz8ch Rnd J. W. Blagden (17) prepared para-
chloronitrobenzene from para- chlordiazoniumeulfate. 4 grams 
of pure para-chlordiazoniumsulfate were dissolved in water and 
poured into a freshly prepared mixture of 5 grams of cupric 
cUprosulfite and a concentrated water solution of 15-20 grams 
of potassi~~ or sodium nitrite. The reaction went so violent-
ly at ordinary temperature that the evolution of nitrogen sas 
was ended after about a quarter of an hour. The solution was 
then made alkaline and distilled with steam. The product that 
came over was p*re para-ch1oronitrobenzene. m.~.82o_83°. He 
obtained a 63% theoretical yield by this process. 
Paul Cohn (4) mixed ch1oronitrobenzene dissolved 
in alcohol with a number of zinc sticks and NaOR. Heat- was 
generated and important red azo bodies were formed. 
c. Haeussermann and August Mft11er (14) work~ng with 
the a.romatic halogen derivatives confinned the observations of 
P. ~u1iue; nrume1y, that in those benzene compounds "which have 
a nitro group ortho to the halo~en are more able to react in ~ 
cases than the analogous para d~rlvative". Ortho-chloronitro_ 
benzene reacted much quicker with potassium phenolate than the 
para derivative. It is not recorded whether or not these men 
did any work with the chloronitrobenzenes and alcoholic KeN. 
Kolbe's (18) observation in this case seems to be an exeeption 
to the above mentioned rule of Julius. 
F. Ul1mann and Pasdumadjian (28) used ortho-chloro_ 
nitrobenzene in the preparation of 2-nitro-dipheny1 sulfonic 
'F. Ullmann (29) working in 1901 with Jean Bieleki, 
prepared 2.2".dlnitrodlphenyl by he a ting ortho-chloronitroben_ 
zene in a closed in the presence of copper. On extracttng with 
alcohol, or benzene, he found his yield to be 60% theoretical. 
2 2' dinitrodiphenyl 
F. Kehrmann and G. Steiner (19) prepared 2-nitro-
3-amido diphenyl~lne fram ortho-chloronitrobenzene and meta-
phenylenediamine. 
2-nitro-3amldo diphenylamine 
They prepared 2-nitro-2-amido diphenylamine from 
ortho-chloronitrobenzene and ortho-phenylenediamine. 
mil 
2-nitro-2-amido diphenylamine 
In 1902 Alfred Ekbam (5) proved that para-chloro-
nitrobenzene was one of the splitting products of para-nitro-
phenyldiazo-para-nitrophenylsulfonic aCid,when it was heated 
to 1350 with HC1. The other products were para-nitrobenzene 
sulfonic acid and para-dinitrobenzene sulfonic acid. 
-_ ..... ,.--~ 
N021C6 ~41~~L~02 C62H4 N02 
\ •. ..J , 
'~~3--
The 3 splitting products are 
1. para-chloronitrobenzene 
2. nitrobenzene sulfonic acid 
3. para-dinitrobenzene sulfonic acid 
It will be observed that the work of the men · so far 
recorded has had to do either with th~ preparation of the chlo-
ronitrobenzenes or their use in the synthesis of compounds. 
Fro~ the time that Beilstein and Kurbatow (2) proved t~t after 
para-chloronitrobenzene had been crystallized from nitrated 
chlor,)benzene, ort110 did not remain alone, but formed a eu-
techtic miKture with para, the separation of this so-called 
technical mixture into its two isomerides has been the object 
of many researches. Few attempts were even in a minor degree 
successful, while those used even in manufacturing concerns 
were far too expensive and impractical to be of much impor-
tance. Before the work of this paper is outlined the an8.ly-
sis and attempts at separation of the mixture will be discuss-
ed briefly. 
P. Fischer(8) in 1891 described a method for the 
separa ti on of the two d.eri va ti ves b:,r means of fuming suI furi c 
acid. He found that the ortho W3.S acted ul")on to some extent 
but that the para was not. The para could be separ8.ted by 
:::,ouring into water, in which it would be cryst?llizen. }To 
further d~tR was obtained; evidently, tho, he h~d a small a~ 
mount of the para; a.nd did not succeed in converting the ortho 
chl)ronitrobenzene sulfonic acid into the ortho-chloronitro-
benzene. Had he been successful in procuring 8.n 8.lrnost theo-
rectical yield of para and converting the sulfonic acid into 
ortho-chloronitrobenzene the literature would probably have 
ma~e mention of the fact, and the problem of this paper would 
have been solved before this res earch was undertaken. 
In 1900, A. F. Holleman and B. R. de Bruyn (12) 
made some studies of the isomeric substitution products of 
benzene. For determinine the proportion of compound inwhich 
t~ere are two isomers they employ a method used in Holleman's 
previous researches. The solidification point of the mass is 
determined and its composition deduced from a previously pre-
pared curve of the points of solidification of the mixtures of 
the isomers. 
A series of mixtures cont8,ining known amounts of 
the two isomers was made. The mixtures were melted and the 
point of solidification W8S observed with a thermometer grad-
uated to 1/100 • These solidification points furnish the 
means for making a finished curve by means of which ananalysis 
of any mixture of ortho and para isomers may be made. 
The ortho and para ch1oronitrobenzenes used in 
Holleman and de Bruyn' s experiments vtere obtai~ed from the 
factory of Kahlbaum. The specimens were analyzed and Holle-
man said that "the purity of the specimens left nothing to 
be clero,ired". 
The specific gravitieR of the compounds were de-
termined fiftEr the method of M. Eylanan(7). The temperature 
chosen 80.050 because it WAS easily kept constant with boil-
ing benzene. 
Sp.Gr. Ortho 80.0, 
" 
meta 
" 
It para " 1.3092 
Ho1lemnn p.sserts tha.t "these d.eterminati ons exact 
to one unit in the fourth decimal". 
Below is given the table of the pOints of solidifi-
cation (melting points) of mixtures of ortho and para chloro-
ni tl'obenz.ene. 
%na.ra lLP. ~pare. M.P. 
-----' 
0.00 32.09OC 3, .43 18.43°C 
1.05 31.Qo 37"t 21.9 4.60 29.92 ~9.c 26.1 
6.g4 
oJ ~ 
28.5 29. 41.67 
8. 9 2~.89 4~.86 33.98 12.61 2 .10 4 .94 37.05 
16.26 24.19 60.18 ,0.1 
19.22 22.65 64.66 5'4.~2 
22.~1 20.75' 68.5'4 57. 3 26. q 18.30 70.02 59.22 30.2b 16.29 71.9~ ~ 00.80 
32.39 1, .35' ~5.4 63.97 
32 .71 14.~4 1.93 69.10 
32 .90 . 14. 5' 86. 70 ~' 72.77 
33.67 14.77 90.30 75. 4 0 
33.1 14.65 95.57 ~9.13 
34 .09 16.73 100.00 2.15' 
"The eutechtic point of these mixtures is found to 
be 14.650 according to this ta.ble. The composi tion of the miJC-
tUre at that point is 33.1% para.and 66.9 ortho. With a.graphic 
representation one sees that the curve is very regular. See 
the following figure. 
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Hollema.n four,d. that there were impuri tj es in the 
ni tra.tion products of chlorobenzene v.hich probably accounted 
for some of the mistakes in boiling and. mel ting point deter-
minB_tiorlf' of the earlier chemists. They (impurititos) are un-
attacked chlorobenzene. cUni trobenz.ene, a.nd mea tch1orobenz.erl€'; 
E'_nd all tra.ces c~.nnot be removed by ordinA.ry purification 
methods. 
Dr. Leo Markwald (24) in his patent mentions the 
fact that the method of Jungfleiech for the separation of 
ortho and para chloronitrobenzene was not practical and its 
value is overestimated. Jungf1eisch's procedure s.pr-1ied to 
the treatment of the solid technical mixture wi th alcohbl 9.nd 
l:.arkwa1d S8_yS -by this method pure ortho chloroni trobenzene 
cannot be obtained". 
The melting point of the eutechtic mixture con-
taining 66.9% ortho and 33.1% para chloronitrobenzene 14.70. 
Me.rkwt;I.ld asserts that this or s.ny other mixture of similar 
composi ti on may be separated into its component parts by '_ ex-
tracting with a quantity of dilute ethyl or methyl alcohol in-
sufficient for complete solution at a temperature above . the 
melting point of the mixture. Kore ortho is extracted than 
corresponds to the eutechtic rnixture;on cooling the residual 
mixture to 160 a further quantity of para separates out; and 
by distilling off the alcohol from the extract and cooling, 
crystals of ortho separate out. 
He carrip.d out the experiment as follows: 
" 100 kg. chloronitrobenzene ~re stirred in with 50 liters of 
alcohol, of 80% by volume at 33 0 • After settling well the re-
maining liquid mixture of ortho and para chloronitrobenzene is 
drained off, ~vaporated and cooled, to 16°. Whereupon.9 kg 
parach10ronitrobenzene (m.p. 83°) crystallized out and is col-
lected by filtering. The the alcohol is distilled off by frac-
tional distilla,tion and the ortho and para mixture remaining 
behind is separated from water by precipitation and B,fter 
cooling to 160 by filtration 1.8kg ortho-chloronitrobenzene 
(m.p. 32.,0) is obtained. The liEluide from both cryets.l1i-
zatione can now be put back into the r/Pocess". This repre-
sents a total 2.7% yield. 
St~RY OF HISTORICAL DATA 
1. A. Riche in 1862 obta.ined the nitration products 
of chlorobenzene but did not realize that he had two deriva-
tives. He knew that he had a "new substance". 
2. In la7l V. von Richter discovered that there 
two derivatives when chlorobenzene is nitrated which are isomer 
3. Beilstein and Xurbatow prepared pure orthochlor-
obenzene and proved that the liquid left after para chlaro-
nitrobenzene had been crystallized out was not a single der-
ivative. 
4. In 1891, paul Fischer, 2,nd in 1901 Leo Mark-
?laId had a slight degree of success in separating the eutechtic 
mixture of ortho and para chloronitrobenzenee. 
5'. Hollema.n and d_e Bruyn made a table in 1900 
whereby an analYBie of ortho and para mixturee could be made 
by determining the melting pointe. 
6. Properties of the chlorQbitroben~eneB accord-
ing to Beiletein: 
lsorner III P s B. P. S12· Gr. at 22°. 
ortho 32 .,00 C 243 0 C 1.368 
met. 44 • .4.0 0 235'.6 1.5'~4 para 83.00 0 242.9 1.3 0 
The boiling points were later corrected and found 
to be ortho-24;o and para-239.,O(23). 
The eutechtlc mixture m.p.14~ consists of 21 parte 
ortho and 10 parte para. 
_E1PER.1.M-EN1·~ _ 
A. Preparation of Pure Para-chloronitrobenzene. 
It was necessary to prepare the pure chloronitro-
benzenes and to ascertain their properties before attempting 
to separate the technical mixture into the two isomers. 
Technic~l para was procured which had a m.p. of 
80°-81°. This was recrystallized from alcohol to a constant 
melting point of 82.8°. Three recrystallizations were neces-
sary to bring this degree of purity. 
PROCEDURE: 200gm of the technical para were · ~ dis­
solTed in ,OOcc. of redistilled ethyl alcohol(9,%). The para 
went into solution easily on being warmed. When cooled to 
20 0 the recrystallized sUbstance was freed of the alcohol by 
meane of a suction filter, (Bachner funnel fitted to a filter 
flask). The crystals were again dissolved in alcohol add the 
process repeated to constant m. p. A sample of each fraction 
was saved and dried in a vacuum dtssicator over KOH, so that 
the m. p. might be detennined. The results obtained are given 
below: 
200 grams of Technical para 
- M.P. 81.2 (dry) 
Dissolved in 500 cc warm alcohol 
- - . - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - -- - - --Cooled with tap water (200) Cooled with ice water 
160 gm (,gm for sample) 
- Y.P. 82.60 A 
dissolved in 42, cc EtOH 
- - - - --- - - ~ - - - - ~ - - ~ - -
IIf 
145 gm (5gm for sample) 
- Y.P. 82.7 0 B 
250 cc EtOH 
(not used) 
10 gm 
7gm 
123 gm (5~ for sample) 
IIIf - M.P. 2.80 C 4.5 gIn 
200 cc EtOH 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -108 gm 
82.8 0 IV f 
- M.P. D 2.7 gm 
By this method a sufficiently large quantity of 
para chloronitrobenzene was prepared to determine its solu-
bilities and to study other necessary chemical and physical 
properties. 
B. Solubility Determinations of Para-chloronitrobenzene. 
It was . known tbat para-chloronitrobenzene was very 
volatile. So tests were~ade to deter-mine whether the amount 
lost was proportional to the time. When allowed to stand in 
a draught the time loss curve was not regular; when standing 
out of a draught the time loss line was approximately straight. 
The graphs of the determinations are shown (Fig. 1 and 2). 
Four .2 gm amounts of para chloronitrobenzenewere 
weighed in evaporating dishes and duplicate determinations 
were run in a draught and out of a draught. The time of the 
weighings was recorded and the loss per hour determined. (See 
tables I and II and Fig. 1 and 2). The resulte were that out 
of a draught the loss was approximately ~ per hour; in a " 
draught it was too irregular for this work. 
CONCLUSION:a.Solubility determinations must be car-
ried on out of a draught. b. As loss in weight by evaporation 
is constant, correct weighings can be computed altho not made 
right on the hour. 
GElTERAL METHOD for the solubility determinations 
of the para derivative in the several solvents; A large constant 
temperature bath regulated to 1/10 0 total variation was used. 
Bottles containing the chloronitrobenzenes were left in this bath 
for at least a day and agitated several times during this period. 
A certain amount of the liquid was then withdrawn by means of a 
pipette prepared for the purpoee (see drawing). The liquid was 
then allowed to evapora te -1 frOln glass evaporating di shes spon ta-
neously, out of a draught. 
UJe"qhinq 
'"Brette-. 
Table I. Evaporation of a Solution of Para- in Ether. 
(.2 gm para in 10 gm ether, out of draught) 
... 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Time Hours \'!eie;hL Sam121e 
10:30 A.M. .2000 #1 
.2000 #2 
----------------------------------------------------1:00 P.M. 2 hr 30 min. #1 
2 It 30 n .1995' #2 
---------------------------------------------~------2:15' P.M. 1" 15''' .1990 #1 
1" 15 It .1984 #2 
----------------------------------------------------3:30 P.M. 1:" 15''' .1975' #1 
1" 15" .1973 #2 
---------------------------~------------------------5':30 P.M. 2" 00" .1971 (error) #1 
2" 00" .195'9 #2 
----------------------------------------------------
8:30 P.M. 3 .. 00 .. .1933 #1 
3 .. 00 " .1933 #2 
---.-~---------------------------------------------~ 8:30 A.M. 12 " 00 It .185'7 #1 12 .. 00 .. .1880 #2 
----------------------------------------------------
Table II. Evaporation of a Solution of Para- in Alcohol. 
(.2 gm. para in 10 gm alcohol in draught) 
- - -
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11:30 A.M. .2000 
.2000 
#3 
#4 
------------------------~---------------------------3:30 P.M. 4 hr eo min 
4" 00 " 
• 
.1941 
#3 
#4 
----------------------------------------------------2 n 00 .. 
2" 00 .. 5':30 P.M. 
.1931 
.1881 #3 #4 
----------------------------------------------------
8:45' P.M. 3" 15' " 3" 15 .. 
.1910 
.1843 
#3 
#4 
----------------------------------------------------
11" 45 .. 
11" 45' .. 
8 :30 A.M. .1824 
.1749 
J13 rf 
#4 
----------------------------------------------------
-
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The solubilities of pure para are given below: 
Solvent - ~ of Solvent b:l wt -812· Grav. - Temp - Om 12er 100 em Sol" 
Ethyl-OH 92.44 .8~~1 oOe 1.48 
-'-' 6.40 
" " .8423 14 
" " .8411 25 10.25 
" " .844~ 35 14.01 Graph 1 
" 78.32 .864 0 1.88 
" " .8659 14 3.07 
" 
It 
.8621 25 5.41 
" 
II .8~94 35 7.30 " 2 
" 
68 '.46 .8 71 0 .90 
II 
" .8953 14 1.14 
" " .87~1 25 3.2~ II II 
.87 8 35 3.6 " ~ 
-' Methy1-0H 100.00 .8714 0 1.17 ? 
" " 
14 1.07 • 
.. .. 25 3. 73 
" " 
.8562 35 5.32 " 4 
" 84.2 .8709 0 .95 
" " .8731 14 1.93 
" " 
.8691 25 2.95 
" " 
.8623 35 4.11 " 5 
" 73·77 .8774 0 .97 
" " 
.8742 14 1.~6 
" " 
.8701 25 2. 8 
" " 
.8647 35 3·87 " 6 Ether 100.00 .82~0 0 27.43 
" 
.. 
.85 7 14 41.09 
It 
" 
.8861 25 57.19 " 7 
Petro1.Ether 100.00 .6606 0 2.1~ 
.. .. 
.6634 14 3.8 
.. 
" 
.6593 25 5.86 " 8 
CH~13 100.00 • 0 3~.32 
.. 14 5 .09 
.. 
" 
25 76.22 .. 9 
Acetrme 100.00 0 ~6.94 
.. 
" 
14 7.01 
.. .. 25 231.26 " 10 
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C. Prepar~tion of Pure Ortho-chloronitrobenzene. 
1. Ortho-nitrophenol and PCI, were used to prepare 
orthochloronitrobenzene without much success. The byproducts, 
which are the phosphorus derivatives (see Norris' Organic Chem-
istry) are so greatly in excess of the o-chloronitrobenzene 
that the method ~s not at all a practical one. 
2. The diazo ti 2.a tj on of o-ni tra.ni line wc~ s tri ed 
wi thout much success the first time. There wa.s no second at-
tempt made as no more o-nitraniline could be procured. 
3. The o-chloronitrobenzene was prepared from the 
technical mixture by fractional distillation and crystalliza-
tion. the method of which will be described in deta.il further 
on in this paper. Vv'hen purified it ha.d BJ m.p. of 32.20. 
The'technical mixture with which the experiments for 
the separation' were carried out was reddish bro\'m in color. 
This coloration was due to impurit.ies either from the contain-
ers in which the chlorobenzene was nitrated or from the impur-
ities of the nitration.(dinitrobenzene, m-chloronitrobenzene, 
etc.,) or may be both. This eutechtic mixture can be puri-
fied by steam distillation; but this method is slow and un-
necesse.ry a.s the coloring ma.tter C8.n be easily removed in sub-
sequent crystallizations. The mixture has a melting point of 
about 14.1°. 
A rough detern1ination for Cl present in the para 
ch101'oni tro benzene was me.de by mixlng the compound wi thlime 
, Tect.IIlIicB.l mixture furnished by a manufactuI'ing concern. 
ene. podium C8. 1·bonE'~te in a hard glass tube. As the p-chloro-
nitrobenzene is very volatile a 2in layer of the fusion mix-
ture VJ8S placeo "'Dove to !irevent a loss of the compound on 
wiS'.:m·. ing. After }-.epting to dull reonese 5-10minutes, the tube 
was a,llowed to cool and its contents ,;ere washed into a' be ~ ker. 
ElJ'10 then filtered. Silver nitrfl.te W[" S added C),nd the chlorine 
is cJetermineo fron the insoJuble silver chloride. 
9~.3 % of the theoretical Cl \"las obtained. 
An analysiS for the Cl in the technicCI.l mixture WetS 
run in the s~ :m~ V-TEly. 93 .J.~ of the theoretic?.l Cl wa s obtcdl1ed. 
r. The Solubility Detenhina tions of o-Chloronitro~ enzene 
1IETHOD: 1 gram of tt,e ortho chloroni trobenzene vms 
we iehecl 01) t in a tube f:no a.lcohol 8.dded. drop by drop. at a 
li:tle al.ove tIje desirf'd tempe:CClture, until all "8. 8 disBolved 
'bu t E'. few minute cryst8.ls. The mbrture was then cooled till 
thel'e vn';s a riotlc€'8ble separa tion of solid ~nd the temperHture 
noted. The t.u'te was again weighed and the amount of elcohol 
obt.ained by difference. From thi s tbe nmnber of grl')Itlf: of 0-
chloroni trobenzene in 100 grams alcohol was asce2't.~dned. 
Bue to the lack of time the s e soluhilit1eR were 
}"lot de'te:rrnlned wi th qui te the SaI[; e accl.racy ciS those of the 
p a ra-dErivative. However, the approximate curves ~ere need-
ed to compere witt those of the para a.nd ascertain, if pos-
Sible, yrhether or not the technical mixture mieht be separl')tec 
1:' me."'r iS of solver:ts. (see following te.bles and craphs). 
By corr:pEring the curves of solubi1i ty of orthoch1or& 
nitrobenzene in 68. 4 6% alcohol with that of the pa ra derivative 
it may be readily seen why there cannot 'be a techni cal sepa-
rati on. In the 92.64 % alcohol, however, the ortho is much 
more 80luble thBn the para, Rnd it would seem that a separa-
tion could be brouGht about with this solvent. Such is not 
tlle CGse, tbl)ue;h. There is one expll1nation for thiA phenom-
enon Rnd that is that the ortho and para chloronitrobenzenes 
in the technica l mixture are not free to act as they woald 
eeparately; they evidently fonn a. compound whose solubility 
curve is sonevihere between tha.t of the ortho and para forms. 
T2ble I (see curve 1) 
Solubill ty of t}-l-e Ortho isomer pot 250 in different 
alcoholic concentr~tions. 
~ of Alcohol 
~~-----.~ 
92 •44 68.46 
25.00 
Table II (see curve 2) 
Solubility of Ortho 
temperatures. 
TemRe ~_~yJ:..L 
~e:'o C 
-,'" 
Table III (see curve 3) 
Gm O;c:thQ ;pe.r. lOQ gIlL .f 0 J ve p t 
120.64 
22.77 
trace 
in 92.44% alcohol e.t various 
am Orth,Q.. ..PSUOO f]!l Sol ven t 
practicfllly cOI'iplete1y 
miscible. 
120.64 
30 
Ie:' 
'" 
Solubility of Ortho in 68.46% alcohol at various 
temperatures. 
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l!ETHODS OF SEPAP.ATION 
I. Sulfonation of the Technical Mixture. 
The first method of separation attempted. was that 
undertaken by P. Fischer,8). It is also spoken of as the 
"cleur.'l" method. 
Follo~ing the methods in the literature the tech-
nice.l mixture (lOOgm) was heated. wi th 200gm of fuming eulfur-
ic acid, on the water bath for an hour. The mass iR poured 
into e liter of cold water. The p-chloronitrobenzene crystal-
12 
li~eB out and is filtered off. The yield of para is about per 
cent of the theoretical. The firRt time the experiment was 
performed the acid was neutra.11zed by addi ti on of calcium 
carbor.a.te. This formed the soluble calcium o-chloron! tro-
benzene sulfona,te,Vlhich is soluble in hot water,and the in-
soluble calcium sulfate. The hot solution was filtered a.nd 
sodium carbonate added. In this manner the sodium sulfonate 
was fonned and. the calcium carbonate filtered off. The sol-
ution was concentrated until the sodium eu1fonate began to 
crystallize. It was then set aside. On cooling a mass of 
sodium o-chloronitrobenzene sulfonate crystallized out. 
This sepllre~tion was too long and impractical for 
technical use. So the next time,a.fter the para was removed, 
the solution was s~turated with sodium chloride; whereupon 
the sodium chloronitrobenzene sulfonate crystallized out. On 
contrating to get e. larger yield of the sodium salt, the 
NaCl commenced to crystalli2'.e out. This was unsati sfa.ctory 
and work was begun to improve the method of obtaining a purer 
sulfonic derivative. 
Previous to this, tho, it had been noticed that in 
concentrating the solution a.fter the para. ha.d been removed, 
drops of an oily sUbstance continually collected in the bot-
tom 6f the evaporating di~h. On exrumination this proved to 
be the technical mixture. By following the directions in the 
literature the compound had not been completely sulfonated. 
Various atten:pts were made to completely sulfonate the ortho 
in the technical mixture. 
It was found that if 50gm of the technical mixture 
and 100gm of fuming sulfuric acid were heated in an oil bath 
in a. pressure bottle, 150 0 for E'.n hour, 8. complete BulfDnation 
was brought about. A small quantity of an undesirable mater-
ial was present, probably due to decomposition. Thla, then, 
vms not aa.tiefactory either. The most satisfactory reaul ta 
were obtained when the technical mixture and fuming Bu1furic 
acid in the above amounts were heated in a pressure bottle 
for three hours in a water bath. 
When the contents of the p~essure bottle were 
poured on ice (sulfonation brought about by the lRst process 
given above), the p_chloronitrobenzene crystallizes out r~adily 
and this time the yield of para was fram 70%-80% of the theo-
retics.l. Part of this 1\reight was due to moisture as the weigh-
ing was made after allowing it to remain in a suction f1lter 
for 10-20 minutes and wa.s of course not completely dry. 
To work out a better method for obtaining the ortho-
chloroni trobenzene sulfonic a.cid was the next problem. It was 
known that the sulfonic acid was not readily soluble in water 
nor in ether. If then, a water-ether solution of the right 
strength could be procured, the sulfonated technical mixture 
could be diluted with the correct amount of cold water; the 
para would separate out, and the sulfonic acid solution could 
be mixed" with et~er. The sulfonic acid would then form a 
third layer, in the separatory funnel. After several trials 
the 
it was found that when sulfonated technical mixture was pour-
ed into three times its volume of ice water, the pa.ra could 
be precipitated and removed by the suction filter. When ether 
is added to the filtrate a third layer of ortho-chloronitro-
benzene sulfonic acid will fonn between1the ether and water-
sulfuric acid. The sulfonic acid can now be sep~rated with 
separa t~ry funnel and washed (a) with we.ter to remove excess 
sulfuric acid (b) with ether to remove any unsulfonated mater-
ial. This when dry proved to be fairly pure. 
Vllien the solution is not diluted sufficiently the 
sulfuric acid keeps the sulfonic acid in solution and t~e 
ether cannot aid in its extraction; on the other hand when 
too much water is added the separation is not brought about 
either. The strength of the sulfuric acid must be approx-
imately 20%. 
Having obtained the para chloronitrobenzene from 
the eutechtic mixture and obtained pure ortho chloronitro 
benzene sulfonic acid, the next step in the procedure is the 
splitting off of the sulfonic group thereby obtaining ortho 
chloroni trobenzene. This was attempted in severa,l ways,none 
of which was f:)Und to be satisfactDry. 
Outline of the Methods Used for Splitting 
off the Sulfonic Acid (HS03) Group. 
The general methods were to boil with reagente(given 
below) both under ordinary conditions and under pressure. 
The sulfonic acid WF\,S treated wi th steam at room condi tions 
and under pressure. At no ti.>ne W'39 there any evidence thRt 
the sulfonic group had been affected. 
------------------------------~-------------------------------~ 
1. Boiling with Ba(OH)2 at atmospheric pressure. 
., 
-. " " " 
under pressure, 160°-170 0 in an autoclave 
3· Boiling in Hel in a pressure tube, 130 0 • 
4. " tI " " " " bottle in autoclave, 150°-160°. 
~ 
" " H2 S04 in a " tube, 150 0 • '" . 
6. " " " " " " bottle in an aut ,oclave, 150 0 -160°, 3i houre. 
7. " It Ba C12 i:'1 a pressure bottle to 140°. 
8. Steam with reflux condenser. 
9. Superheated steam. 
10. Stearn distillation. Sulfonate heAted to 200° Rnd. dry 
ste::un passed in. 
II. Solubility Uethod. 
It will be noticed that after preparing the pure 
para-chloronitrobenzene its solubility in several solvents 
was determined with great carf:. The principa,l object of the~e 
deterlninations W? s to see if it 'Nould n')t be possible to sep-
~rate the technical mixture by mea ns of its solubility in one 
or other of t~ e solvents. The literature mentioned the " fact 
that MRrkwald had mRde a sepa rati on with methyl and ethyl 
e.lcohols Ftbove the mel tine point of the eutechtic mixture. 
A phot o C0py of his p ptent w~s s ent for. In the meAntime 
sever?l e tternpts '!!ere mAde viti th vel'y Ii ttle prH.ctic&,l su(:cess. 
A fe~ c rysta]p of ortho were obta ined ¥~en the s olvents in 
method of sep~r8 tion wa s then cive~ up till URrk~~ ld16 pa tent 
(24) Ehoul d 8rrive. 
His procf.'f'f: is outlined under"Historica1" (1l.18) of 
t his paper. It W~ S far too inefficient to be of technical 
v~.lue. From 100 ke of t.he technic!?l mixture l ie obtained on1~r 
.9 ke of p ~ rR pnd 1.8 kg of ortho-ch1oronitrobenzene. e yield 
of or.1:' ? 71 of the theoretic !?,l. 
rt ha s pl'obebly been noticed the 801uhility deter-
!!: i n :C'. t :L (, YI S nf t he ort!'io oerl v8 ti va a.re b y no menns ~s corrmlett> 
- ~ 
r, s t~l C'se of the p ':3. rR.. The ineffici ency of the MarkVle ld e.ep-
~.rF!tion ~nd of others Dlade durine: this research is the exp1an-
f!. tion. The time WC"I. S limited end a method of separFi tion WF. S 
Curves show-
ing the compar-
ative solubiliti6'1 ID 
of the o-"tho ar'ld 
para isoI1ers in 
92.44 per cent 
ethyl alcohol. 
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preferred to the very exact solubility determinations. 
III. li'rp,ctional Distillation f~nd Crysta.llization. 
There was a reference in the December "Color T~ade 
Journal" to a Germ&n Fatent (23) in which the separaticn of 
the technical mixture into its isomers was brought about by 
frRctions1 crystallization and distilla.tion. The boiling 
points of the pure ortho and para chloronitrobenzenes are 
gi ven 8.S 243 0 and 242 0 respectively, in Bei1stein. Some one, 
no reference to who!Y1 could be found. had again determined the 
boiling pOints and found that for ortho to be 245.50 C at 
750 rom pressure and that for para to be 238.5 C at the s~mE' 
preflf;'ur"e. Under reduced pressure the boiling points are 119 0 
ortho and 113 0 para. The assertion was me,de that "althoueh 
the difference is not great it allows them to be separated by 
fractional distillation and crystallization". No fUrther 
data could be procured; so with the idea of bringing about a 
technical separation by reduced pressure, fractional distil-
lation and crystallizB.tion, the next experiments were carried. 
out. 
Three different types of stills and still-heads 
were used. There were several experiments perfonned with each, 
but cl description of the work done wi th each kind will suffice 
here. 
Below is a drawing of the firAt type. 
A. An Ordim).ry Distilla.tion Apparatus (see a.bove fig.) 
An ordinary 500 cc side-neck distillation flask 
was fi tted to a condenser. the receiver of which was att8.ched 
to the sucti on ptUJ'1.p. A paraffin b~.th Wfd3 used to heat the 
flEl.flk .200 em of the technics.1 mixture were used in this trial 
For a Vihil~ the liquid boiled nicely at 113 0 and 12 mm pressure 
a.nd a yellow liquid came over. This crystallized on cooling. 
The liquid in the fla~k began to ·bump· a.nd some of it bubbled 
over into the receiver, For this reason it was obvious that a 
change would have to be made in the apparatus. The experi-
ment was continutl'!d. however, till there were about 100 gIn in 
the receiver. Distille.tion was discontinued; the two portions 
crysts.llized. That in the receiver, which should have con-
tained most of the para., was col1ed t.o 16 0 • a.nd the other 
was coOled to between 150 and 160 • In both cases the crystals 
were gathered on a suction filter and recrystallized. A 
t 
fairly good grade of para was obtained by this method. The 
ortho contained a quantity of the technica.l mixture and had 
to be recrystallized 4-5 time~. The yield for the pa,ra. should 
have been 66 gm approximately, but was really just a little 
over three grams or 5% theoretical. The amount of ortho 
should have been theoretically 132 gIn but was in r~ality about 
5' gIll or P. Ii ttle less than 4%. 
However, some of both isomers had been obtained 
e,nd it hAd. been proved that some of the mixture could be sep-
arated. Then the next problem was to get a better and more 
efficient Eo,:pparatus. 
B. Large Flask with Still-head. (see fig. below) 
, ! 
j 
The operation in this case was essentially the 
same as in the first. There were some changes in the still. 
however, that will be described. The flask this time was 
la.rge and pea.r-shaped, a,bout 2t liters in size. The three-
hole stopper was equipped with R. thermometer, a Kjeld.ahl still-
head, and a tube the capilla,ry point of which dippec! under the 
liquid to keep down excessive bubbling. The upper end of it 
was fitted with a rubber tube closed by a screw clip. This 
let in a small stream of air. which, withe the glass beads, 
lessened the bubbling and bumping so that none of the mixture 
was forced over. 
A 1000 gm of the technical mixture WEt.S used and 
at 1100 and 10 mm preesure a yellow liquid distilled steadily. 
After a.bout 500 gm had been collfl!cted. the process of crystal-
lization and. recrystallization was repeated as described in 
process A. {Note: after each cryetallization the mother 
liquor is preserved for the next distillation). 
The yields for this experiment are : 
Ieomer 
Or tho 
Para 
Theoretical yield 
666 gIn 
333 gIn 
Experimen~ 
60 gin 
,0 gm 
Efficiency 
10% 
1,% 
This was such an improvement over the previous ex-
periment that another attempt was made with a still that was 
thought might yield better results. 
c. Stilt~~ad MR.Oe in Laboratorv. (see fig.below) I 
,. 
~j 
. . 
A still-head such as is shown in the drawing was 
made from T-tubes. A large fle . ak wi th a tubulature in the 
side ws.s fi tted with the head, the condensed liquids fmm which 
were allowed to flow back into the flask thru the opening. The 
end of the tube, which was of capillary size. dipped under 
the surface of the boiling mixture. 
In to the flask was poured 1200 gin of the techni-
cal mixture. The first came over this time at a temperature 
of 1120 and s. pressure of 10-12 mm. 
Crysta.llization and. recrystallization this time 
brought the following results: 
Ieomer 
Ortho 
Para 
Theoretical Yielfi 
800 @Tl 
400 gIn 
Practice.l Yield ~--~~~~~---
160 em 
120 gm 
Efficiency 
20% 
30% 
This was 160 gIn Ortho-ch1oroni trobenz.ene after re-
crYEtallization from a.lcohol in which there was some wasta.ge. 
INDICES OF REFRACTION OF ORTHO AND PARA MIXTUP~S. 
Holleman has compiled a very complete table to de-
tprrnine the percent of ortho and para-chloronitrobenzenes 
present in a mixture of the two. His method is that of the 
detenaination of the melting point and is' very accurate and 
rapid. 
The indices of refraction of several mixtures was 
rr.~1e with a view of making a table from which the percentage 
composition could be ascertained. The method is not at all 
practical because with the purest compounds the variation was 
only one point in the third place to the right of the decimal. 
Should there be even the slightest impurity presen~ the method 
would not be a very reliable one. 
CONCLUSION 
I. 
Pure para- and pure ortho-chloronitrobenzenes have 
been prepared. 
II. 
The melting point of pure para chloronitrobenzene 
was found to be 82.8°. 
The melting point of pure ortho-chloronitrobenzene 
was found to be 32.20. 
III. 
The indices of refraction were detennined but were 
found to be of doubtful importance. 
IV. 
The 8ulfonation process is by far the most efficient 
for effecting the separation of the ortho and para chloronitro-
benzenes in the technical mixture as far ae obtaining a nearly 
theoretical yield of para is concer/ned. But, as yet the val-
uable ortho cannot be recovered from the orthochloronitroben-
z~n~ sulfonic acid. However, the sulfonic acid may eventually 
prove to be of importance, for, if it can be converted into 
the 2-amino-l-hodroxy-5-sulfoni c a.cid deri va ti ve of benzene, 
it will be a valuable compound in the synthesis of dyes and 
other useful producte. Some experiments he.ve been undertaken 
to produce this compound by boiling with KOH and redUCing 
with tin and HCl. As yet it is too early to eive the results 
of these experiments. 
V. 
Markwald's method is far too i~efficient to ee 
considered.a commercial process; not only are the yields': py 
no means hear theoretical, but the cost of the solvente,even 
though they might be recovered, makes the process prohibitive. 
VI. 
Of the three process,s, that of fractional distil-
lation A.nd crystallization is the most satisf~ctory for sep-
aration the technical mixture into its two cohstituents. Not 
only are the pure para and pure ortho-chloronotribenzenes ob-
tained but the method is not too complicAted or expensive to 
be of technical value. With such Apparatus as was at hand the 
yield was 20% theoretical. With a good still, copper orother-
wise, and a more efficient still-head there should be notrouble 
at all in obt~ining at least a 30% yield. It might be even 
possible to secure a more nearly theoretical yield. 
VII. 
One method, which wag not investigated, wa,B that 
of converting the ortho and para chloronitrobenzenes" i~to 
dihydroxy phenols and separating by distillation in steam. 
The ortho is readily volatile in stea1Tl while the para deri v-
ative is only so with great difficulty. 
YIII. 
Another method, which was planned after reading 
Kolbe, was not undertaken in this research, but might be of 
vA.lue. If the technical mixture was heated 2-3 hours at 250 0 • 
270 0 wi t}1 a1 coholic KC!J the para would proba.bly fom the 
chlorobenzene cyanide which could be readily hydrolyzed to 
ti!~ 0~ cid. by bailine in wa,ter. The ortho is not affected by 
the c~r8.1'1i.je. V!hether this would be a method of separatian or 
not remains to be ~orked out. 
IX. 
It might be !'1tated further that the method suggested 
by A.A. Noyes &1'1d othArs for the electrolysis of the parR -
chloronitrobenzene to the corresponding amino phenol sulfonic 
acid is being tried. on the ortho-chloronitrobenzene sulfonic 
8.ci1. The object is to obtain the amino phenol of the ortho 
compound. This would make the sulfonation process of separation 
a very valuablgn~rom the commercial point of view a.s the amino-
phenol-sulfonic acid is used for making dyes and other things. 
, 
'r. 
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